We have colourful workshops for children, specifically
designed with the goal to present the history of road

OUR SERVICES

construction and road profession in an exciting way,
offering not just a simple museum visit, but a real

•

intellectual adventure. Our new road and bridge construction workshop was also created to offer adven-

Exhibition guide – for anyone wishing to get more
detailed information

•

turous experience.

Reference library – for researchers, professionals,
future road professionals and anyone else wishing
to gain more specialized knowledge.

•

Museum workshops – for little ones and grownups, from pre-schoolers to high school students

•

Road and bridge construction workshop – for
those who are interested in the profession

•

Room rental, events – for those who look for
a particular spot for particular occasions

•

Family friendly services for the little ones and
their parents

•

Café, gift shop

CONTACT US
Opening hours:
daily 9 AM – 4 PM
closed on Mondays
Kiskőrös, Úttörténeti Múzeum
An integral part of the renovation was the restoration

38 Dózsa György St, Kiskőrös 6200

of our proudness, “Józsi road roller”, also a popular
movie character.

Tel: +36 (78) 511-935
uttortenetimuzeum@kozut.hu

The completely renovated, brand-new looking steamroller that welcomes the visitors with a happy chugging sound is undoubtedly one the most precious
pieces of the Central-European steam roller collection and the Road Museum in Kiskőrös.

www.muzeum.kozut.hu

Our current exhibition, which now fulfils all the most

HUNGARIAN PUBLIC ROAD

Our renewed open-air exhibition guides the visitors

modern needs, applies several interactive elements

through the adventurous world of road construction,

to represent the almost 2000 years long history of the

among road construction vehicles, asphalt pavers,

Hungarian road and bridge construction.

snow blowers, snow ploughs, milestones and traffic signs.

NONPROFIT PLC OPERATES
A UNIQUE EXHIBITION IN THE
MUNICIPALITY OF KISKŐRŐS.
THANKS TO EU FUNDING,
CONSIDERABLE DEVELOPMENT
AND RECONSTRUCTION
WAS CARRIED OUT IN 2010,
RESULTING IN A COMPLETELY
RENEWED PERMANENT
EXHIBITION ENRICHED BY AN
OPEN AIR COLLECTION OF ROAD
CONSTRUCTION VEHICLES.

Our internal exhibition guides the visitors along the

In addition to the exciting relics, more than 4000 maps,

history of road construction in a chronological order,

almost 200 original film rolls and various artistic cre-

from the ancient Roman roads until the most mod-

ations demonstrate the interesting elements and

ern “super highways”. The development of roads

attractiveness of road profession.

and bridges is demonstrated by several machines,
devices and objects in an interactive way, thereby
sharing interesting details with the visitors.

Those who are curious to know more details on the
road constructors’ work and life are invited to gain a
deeper knowledge from our professional library consisting of more than 15 000 books and gain insight into
this exciting, though difficult profession.

